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KEY HIGHLIGHTS:


In response to COVID-19, many businesses expanded remote work practices and use of technology—
including video conferencing, enterprise collaboration tools, and ephemeral messaging—in order to
maintain operations.



Coupled with “bring your own device” culture, these tools (in particular, ephemeral messaging) can make
data and records retention more difficult and could expose a company to risks including:



▪

Sanctions for spoliation of evidence in litigation; and

▪

According to Department of Justice's (DOJ) policy, loss of cooperation or remediation credit in an
investigation.

To mitigate such risks, companies that choose to employ these tools should develop policies and
procedures governing use to ensure important records and data are preserved. Key components of such
a policy include:

▪

A thorough understanding of the technology and its functionalities;

▪

A thoughtful, advanced business justification statement for the use of ephemeral messaging or other
technology with short retention periods;

▪

Clear guidelines defining authorized users and permissible subject matter;

▪

Specified prohibitions on use where retention is required by law;

▪

Suspension of use of ephemeral messaging by employees affected by a litigation hold notice and
periodic spot-checks to ensure compliance; and

▪

Required training for employees who use the technology.

1. WORKING FROM HOME
With the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, many companies dramatically expanded remote work practices in
response to “stay at home” orders. This rapid shift in operations accelerated adoption of new software solutions,
including video conference tools (such as Zoom, Cisco Webex, and Google Meet), enterprise collaboration tools
(such as Microsoft Teams, Slack, and Workplace from Facebook), and ephemeral messaging applications (such
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as Snapchat, WhatsApp, Telegram, and Signal).1 Further, lessons learned during the pandemic about a
company's ability to continue operations remotely will likely lead many businesses to reevaluate their past
practices, needs, and costs (such as physical office space), with some implementing expanded remote work
practices even after the current crisis passes. This transition to expanded remote working, paired with the ubiquity
of “bring your own device” work culture, in addition to added security risks,2 may also lead to increased liability or
scrutiny, especially as this technology (including ephemeral messaging applications) may be used to facilitate
unlawful or inappropriate conduct (such as receiving and trading on insider tips,3 rate-rigging,4 employment
discrimination,5 or spoliation of evidence6) and the means to cover it up.7 Indeed, while developers tout ephemeral
messages as the functional equivalent of off-the-record phone calls, courts and law enforcement often do not
share this view. Instead, they often adopt the position that, like e-mail, ephemeral messages are business records
that, depending on content, should be subject to retention and preservation requirements.8 Thus, it is now more
important than ever for companies to implement data retention policies that address ephemeral messaging
platforms, their functionalities, their approved uses, and their attendant risks.

2. THE RISKS OF EPHEMERAL MESSAGING APPLICATIONS
Ephemeral messaging applications have a number of legitimate features, among them the promise of enhanced
data protection (e.g. encryption) by keeping sensitive communications out of the hands of competitors or hackers.
In addition, when used appropriately, ephemeral messaging can offer cost savings. By automatically disposing of
messages that contain personal information and which are no longer needed for business or legal purposes,
these tools can assist in achieving compliance with data privacy laws (such as the European Union's General
Data Protection Regulation, which favors data-minimization with regard to unnecessary personal data). Likewise,
eliminating such data can reduce the risks and potential costs associated with data breaches. That said, in
choosing to adopt or allow the use of ephemeral messaging applications, a company should also consider certain
risk points, such as the ability to conceal misconduct and, less obviously, the potential for litigation sanctions or
loss of cooperation or remediation credit stemming from a failure to retain necessary data appropriately.
In the context of litigation, ephemeral messaging can complicate a company's ability to comply with discovery
requests, especially if such messaging applications continue to be used to discuss relevant topics after a litigation
hold is issued and the company fails to take steps to limit (or even promotes) such use. In that situation, discovery
sanctions could be imposed under a theory that the company was willfully blind to,9 or actively engaged in,10 the
destruction of records and evidence by allowing messages to be deleted wholesale in near real time. Indeed,
although severe sanctions require finding an intent to deprive another party of the information in the litigation,
courts have indicated a willingness to infer such intent based on a party's use of specific messaging tools and
retention practices.11
Use of ephemeral messaging could also create similar issues in the context of investigations of corporate
misconduct, including situations where a company is seeking to obtain cooperation or remediation credit by selfdisclosing and fully responding to and remediating allegations of misconduct, but where key data has been lost.
Indeed, the 2019 update to the DOJ's Foreign Corrupt Practices Act Corporate Enforcement Policy (FCPA Policy)
requires “[d]isclosure on a timely basis of all facts relevant to the wrongdoing at issue” and “[t]imely preservation,
collection, and disclosure of relevant documents and information relating to their provenance” to obtain full
cooperation credit.12 Likewise, the 2019 FCPA Policy ties a company's ability to receive full remediation credit in
part to the adequacy of its policies and procedures related to the use of ephemeral messaging applications.13
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Specifically, the FCPA Policy requires that companies “prohibit[] the improper destruction or deletion of business
records, including implementing appropriate guidance and controls on the use of…ephemeral messaging
platforms.”14 Although the 2019 policy seems to have softened DOJ's prior stance on ephemeral messaging,15
prosecutors and regulators appear to expect companies to implement policies and controls to manage use of
ephemeral messaging applications.16 Indeed, DOJ's June 2, 2020 update to its Evaluation of Corporate
Compliance Programs places an emphasis on data analytics and whether “compliance and control personnel
have sufficient direct or indirect access to relevant sources of data to allow for timely and effective monitoring
and/or testing of policies, controls, and transactions.”17 DOJ's assessment of the adequacy and effectiveness of
compliance programs going forward will also assess whether “any impediments exist that limit access to relevant
sources of data and, if so, what is the company doing to address the impediments.”18
Recent comments from senior federal law enforcement officials at a virtual town hall hosted by the American
Conference Institute further support this view. Robert Zink, Chief of the DOJ's Fraud Section, commented that
DOJ expects companies to undertake some diligence to capture and retain ephemeral communications. Likewise,
Daniel Kahn, Senior Deputy Chief of DOJ's Fraud Section, indicated that the COVID-19 crisis is no excuse to not
comply with requests for documents and information. If a company cannot comply with such requests, authorities
will need to understand the reasoning behind the company's policies and practices that make compliance
impossible, including good-faith efforts to overcome obstacles to data preservation and collection.
Thus, the risk of sanctions or potential loss of cooperation or remediation credit underscores the need for a
company to have clear policies and procedures for dealing with the use of ephemeral messaging applications and
enterprise collaboration tools that incorporate chat functions that approximate ephemeral messaging. In light of
the DOJ's June 2, 2020 update to its Evaluation of Corporate Compliance Programs,19 such policies should, for
instance, proscribe certain uses, set commercially reasonable and manageable limits on retention of messages,
and provide for periodic testing to ensure that proscribed uses are not occurring. If a company adopts a short
retention period for certain platforms (to the extent possible to control) or adopts an ephemeral messaging tool, a
thoughtful, advance business justification statement is advisable because it would (1) show how the company
weighed the risks when setting its policy and (2) serve as a record that could later be used to explain why the
company took this approach.

3. DESIGNING AN EFFECTIVE DATA RETENTION POLICY FOR EPHEMERAL
MESSAGING APPLICATIONS
Records management and information governance best practices provide, and court opinion and government
agency guidance strongly suggest, that companies should develop policies to manage their data and records in
compliance with relevant legally-mandated retention requirements, which are usually based on a record's content,
rather than its format. In that regard, ephemeral messages are no different and companies should evaluate the
appropriateness of ephemeral messaging in light of these broader records management considerations.
Ultimately, where the use of ephemeral messaging is found to be appropriate, the use of such applications—and
the mitigation of associated risks—are internal controls issues that should be carefully addressed by legal counsel
and compliance departments before any litigation or investigation occurs. An effective data retention policy can
help protect a company from liability arising out of litigation or an investigation by retaining and preserving
necessary data and providing for the defensible disposal of unnecessary and extraneous data.
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First, a retention policy that addresses effectively ephemeral messaging should be based on a comprehensive
understanding of the applications at issue and functionalities. Key points central to this understanding include how
and where data is stored, the length of time for which the data is stored, and whether any aspects of the data can
be retrieved or reconstructed following deletion. Another vital point to understand is the process by which any
data maintained by the tool could be preserved, collected, searched, de-duplicated, reviewed, and produced in
the event of a relevant litigation or investigation.
Next, an effective data retention policy for ephemeral messaging applications should consider and address
certain key points, such as: (1) data that cannot be transmitted and subject matter that cannot be discussed while
using the application, (2) situations in which use of the application must be suspended, (3) the individuals granted
rights to use the application, and (4) training to be completed before such use can begin.
As part of their broader records management and information governance policies, companies should identify
applicable laws mandating storage of certain types of information for a defined length of time and then explicitly
specify that ephemeral messaging applications must not be used for such information.20 Additionally, companies
can potentially avoid losing credit with law enforcement if their records management policies incorporate
appropriate, risk-based guidance and controls on the use of ephemeral messaging applications.
Companies must also take care to suspend uses of ephemeral messaging in any context where the
communications could serve as evidence that must be preserved. In the context of ephemeral messaging
applications, a standard litigation hold notice on its own may not be sufficient, and companies should consider
requiring employees affected by the hold to cease using the application altogether, followed by periodic spotchecking and documentation to ensure compliance.
Companies should define with specificity who is permitted—and how they are permitted—to use ephemeral
messaging applications, with such determinations based on a risk assessment that considers factors such as job
function and need, access to proprietary information and trade secrets, or relevant position or title. Also, it may be
appropriate to restrict use of the application to internal communications only among select personnel within the
company, rather than permitting ephemeral messaging with individuals outside of the company, due to
heightened risks related to corruption, insider trading, price-fixing, or other conspiratorial or cartel offenses.
Finally, training on the relevant data retention policy and ephemeral messaging software is essential. Employees
using the software should understand when it is appropriate to use an ephemeral messaging application in light of
routine record retention concerns and litigation holds. Information technology staff should also understand the
application, who is allowed to install and use the application, how monitoring (if any) may be conducted, and how
to suspend the application for litigation holds. Such staff must also stay informed about software updates and
changes that can affect how these tools operate, how they maintain data, and how their functionalities and
controls work.

4. CONCLUSION
As with the introduction and widespread adoption of new technologies in the past (e.g., e-mail), the growing use
of ephemeral messaging tools presents new benefits and risks to business. The use of applications capable of
ephemeral messaging is likely to grow in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic as in-person work practices evolve
further toward broader reliance on new digital modes of interaction. Companies should carefully consider how
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best to implement and regulate the use of tools like ephemeral messaging—through adequate, risk-based policies
and procedures, training, and monitoring—to avoid exposing themselves to undue risk.
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This publication/newsletter is for informational purposes and does not contain or convey legal advice. The
information herein should not be used or relied upon in regard to any particular facts or circumstances without first
consulting a lawyer. Any views expressed herein are those of the author(s) and not necessarily those of the law
firm's clients.
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